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Marianna Kavallieratos is one of the most prominent Greek dance practitioners. A dancer and
choreographer, she has collaborated with Robert Wilson since 1992 and is keeping a strong presence at the Watermill Center on Long Island while tracing and consolidating her own artistic
voice. At ease with the blurring of genres and boundaries, Marianna feels equally challenged
when performing in ruined Greek factories or in established theaters and prestigious foundations in Greece or abroad.
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While rigorous structure, theatricality and minimalism go hand in hand in her works, an
inherent and well-contained passion is always present, and it was in her last work they that this
antithesis was particularly stressed. In the duet, two male dancers in long black dresses confront
and cope with togetherness and separation, sometimes meticulously delineating their path side by
side, other times taking their own way. Emotionally reserved in the beginning, they become overtly
passionate as the work unfolds, allowing themselves to take up roles and actions which blur the
distinct lines between the sexes. In the work’s introductory note Kavallieratos writes that our
biological gender is not necessarily linked to our social gender and that gender might not be
connected to our sex preferences but to the way we conceive our identity.
The work comes in a critical moment in Greek society. Greece’s leftwing government has
just passed legislation enabling citizens to determine their gender identity amid fierce condemnation from the Orthodox Church. The relevant law, which generated social and political divisions, will
allow individuals to affirm their desired gender and requires neither psychiatric diagnosis nor
medical intervention to determine gender recognition.
Choros Journal: The introductory note of your work they seems to follow the fierce and ongoing
discourse on gender and gender politics. Was that the inspiration for your last work?
M. K.: Yes it was. I feel it is a crucial matter nowadays, globally but also in Greece. But it is also
something that has interested me since a very young age; not so much for my personal sexual
identity, but as part of what is considered “normal” or “healthy” in society. This connects with appearances and metamorphoses, as part of the exterior image that also forms our identity. The social
acceptance and freedom of choices, concerning not only sexual preferences, but the deeper
meaning of personal identity, in any democratic society, that this acceptance is a political right,
and not just a trend of diversity.
Choros Journal: Are you suggesting then that societies in general are not yet ready to accept
more than two gender identities and that lawmakers follow an elitist diversity trend?
M. K.: As progressive as our Western society may seem, it is deeply conservative and leading
itself to social and political extremes (neo-Nazis, poverty etc.). Therefore, it is not yet ready to
accept or embrace this kind of diversities and freedoms.
Choros Journal: Would you agree with Judith Butler’s performativity theory, according to which
“gender is essentially a performative repetition of acts associated with the male or female”, and
her determination to break the supposed links between sex and gender so that gender and desire can be “flexible, free-floating and not caused by other stable factors”?
M. K.: I do agree with the performative act of genders. It is a game of roles. In the piece I used the
fact of power and enforcement, of each character, which is a social way of “ruling” and winning in
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the sexual game; but also a tool of self-defense towards social normality. We built a relationship
of changing roles, playing with each other’s characteristics in real life. We also played with diverse qualities, of tenderness and violence, silence and noise, fast and slow, that would in a
non-narrative way enforce this idea of the gender game.

they, 2018 (Photograph: Efi Gousi)

Choros Journal: What was the greatest challenge during the creation of the piece and what was
exactly the contribution of your two extraordinary dancers, Alexandros Vardaxoglou and Alexis
Fousekis?
M. K.: They are both, indeed, very strong dancers physically, and very interesting performers.
I had to work with both of them, in their performance, to be involved in the piece, but also be
distant, neutral. For me the most difficult thing in a creation is to be emotional but express no
emotion; to move the audience with my emotions without expressing them. I structured the
dance for them and with them. I followed their personalities, and this was also challenging: not
to get carried away and mislead the piece into a personal relationship.
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Choros Journal: Your 2016 piece Skin was an 8-hour performance at the Benaki Museum, Athens, as part of AS ONE NEON + MAI (Marina Abramovic Institute). During these 8 hours, choosing from a pile of clothes you kept dressing and undressing, constantly adopting completely
different personalities. Was that a comment on clothes as a tool of social regulation, a way of
constructing distinct identities?
M. K.: Absolutely. Our exterior image is totally connected with how we act in life. In the performance I also used the clothes to change the shape of my body, highlighting the stereotypes of
the looks. We all wear “uniforms” according to our job, our religion, our social, educational or economic status. We all wear armors – whether one is a fashion victim or a casually dressed person, a
punk rocker or a man in a black suit and tie, a sexy provocative woman or a schoolgirl… These are
all ways of protection from society. One’s exterior image also indicates one’s philosophical or
political beliefs.

Skin performance, 2016 (Photograph: Natalia Tsoukala)
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Choros Journal: Could you tell us a few things about the 2017 In Process at the Watermill Center? You collaborated with the British musician and composer Dom Bouffard.
M. K.: We tried to explore the broader sense and meaning of death. We tried to study the celebrative side of death and farewell of the deceased in several cultures in contrast to the Western
civilization’s mourning, and the heavy and almost cold and distant approach of the funeral ceremonies. Death as a passage to the unknown…better or worse… We tried to find the colorful side
of it, see it as a journey, but mostly we tried to overcome our own personal fears of death. With
Dom Bouffard we have worked together since 2012. We always start a new project through conversation and through what we call “themes”. I never tell him what to compose, we start from “atmospheres” and “moods” according to the theme, and we work very close together on the movement and the sound. DEATH is a work in progress, not a finished piece; it was presented in New
York, at the Center for Performance Research, as a kind of collage of ideas on death, composed
together for the event. It is a result of our goal to both let it digest in our minds and to try to work
on the next step of it, in another residency, so that it can become a complete work. As the content
of death is so vast, so deep and so fearful, it was received by the audience from very different angles. The reactions and the interpretations of each “scene” in many different ways, from different
people, were quite interesting.
Choros Journal: Would you give us a hint for your next project entitled Bastet, which will be
part of the Summer Nostos Festival in June 2018 in Athens, organized and funded by the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center (SNFCC)?
M. K.: Bastet is a work dedicated to women. I will work with six female dancers, and try to explore
the strong feminine side of each woman’s personality, and the lost sensuality that the female
body radiates; but also the power of a different quality, of a more physical dynamic, only seen
in female dancers. I would like to do research on traditional female movements and dances, in
Greece and other countries.
Choros Journal: In your TEDx talk hosted at Panteion University in Athens you urged your audience to reflect on “Why we don’t dance anymore”. What are your own thoughts on this?
M. K.: This comes very close to the previous question about my new project. Our bodies have become a result of our social behavior, in relation to space: the spaces we live in, the spaces we work
in, and the spaces we go to for social entertainment. Physical decompression is only possible
in restricted and closed-up spaces (gyms, night clubs etc.), which are usually overcrowded. We
spend most of our daily time in transportation vehicles, on wheels. We rarely walk or move within our working space. This leaves us very little space and time for personal connection and real
communication. Past generations used Greek festivals and fairs (each one related to a saint’s
day) to get together and connect with each other, through dance and singing. Dancing was a way
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for the young to meet their mates. Dancing as a non-criticized form of communication.
Choros Journal: Thank you for your time, and all the best for your future works.
M. K.: Thank you for making me always question myself.
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